Emergifi Managed Patching and Software Updates

Get Peace of Mind with Reliable, Secure and Transparent Patch Management and Software Updates
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Our managed patching and software update services
seamlessly update your assets, including the software
your organization relies on every day for secure computing.
Operate your business without interruption through secure
and reliable monitoring and management.

Benefits
Security
Your computers receive
seamless updates, an
essential component for
secure computing
environment.

Productivity
Your staff is more
productive with
optimized computers
receiving the latest
software fixes.

Competitiveness
Compliance
Your team uses the
Your patching and
latest software features software updates reduce
and capabilities with
risk and are compliant
regular software
with best practices and
updates.
regulations.

Just as new threats are constantly surfacing, so are the security measures to keep data secure, users
safe, features current and computers optimized. Emergifi can manage your security patches and software updates, so you can focus your time and energy on the core businesses that deliver high value
solutions to your members.

Our Approach
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Discovery: First, we perform a discovery that finds all computers and gathers details for the
implementation process.
Implementation: Next, we define software update and patching policies such as patching
scheduling, computer role group or user groups that meet your needs.
Remote Monitoring and Management: Then, on an ongoing basis, we evaluate patches and
updates and patch computers and update software including off-network devices in thefield.
Based on predefined patching policies and schedules, we manage updates tominimize
business impact.
Audit and Compliance: You receive reports for your audit, risk and regulatory compliance needs.

Emergifi Patching and Software Updates is available for Adobe, Apple Safari, Foxit, Google Chrome,
Microsoft 365, Mozilla Firefox, Oracle Java 6, Oracle Java 7, Oracle Java 8, Skype, Windows, and Zoom.
Contact us for pricing and to schedule an implementation date.
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